Horseback Riding Disciplines
1) Mix and match – match the riding discipline with the action that
causes a penalty or disqualification.
___ Barrel racing

A) Executing a manoeuvre poorly

___ Cutting

B) Breaking the pattern

___ Working cow horse

C) Running past a jump

___ Eventing

D) Reining/visibly cueing a horse

2) Put the steps for calf roping in the correct order by writing a number from
1 to 10 before each step.
___ Mount the horse and ride forward
___ Throw a loop of rope around the calf
___ Wait for the calf to finish its head start
___ Wait 6 seconds
___ Allow the calf to get back on its feet if it’s on the ground
___ Tie 3 of the calf’s legs together
___ Enter the arena
___ Throw the calf onto the ground
___ Throw your hands in the air
___ Dismount from the horse
3) Multiple choice
1. What type of pattern do the horse and rider complete around the barrels in barrel
racing?
a) Figure eight
c) Pretzel

b) Cloverleaf
d) Spiral

2. What might beginners chase when practising cutting?
a) A person
c) A vehicle

b) A cow dummy
d) A flag

Horseback Riding Disciplines
1) Mix and match – match the riding discipline with the action that
causes a penalty or disqualification.
_B_ Barrel racing

A) Executing a manoeuvre poorly

_D_ Cutting

B) Breaking the pattern

_A_ Working cow horse

C) Running past a jump

_C_ Eventing

D) Reining/visibly cueing a horse

2) Put the steps for calf roping in the correct order by writing a number from
1 to 10 before each step.
_9_ Mount the horse and ride forward
_3_ Throw a loop of rope around the calf
_1_ Wait for the calf to finish its head start
_10_ Wait 6 seconds
_5_ Allow the calf to get back on its feet if it’s on the ground
_7_ Tie 3 of the calf’s legs together
_2_ Enter the arena
_6_ Throw the calf onto the ground
_8_ Throw your hands in the air
_4_ Dismount from the horse
3) Multiple choice
1. What type of pattern do the horse and rider complete around the barrels in barrel
racing?
b) Cloverleaf
2. What might beginners chase when practising cutting?
d) A flag

